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Thank you to our sponsors for their support and commitment. Please contact our sponsors
and let them know you heard about them at the IADC Corporate Counsel College.
BAYLOR LAW EXECUTIVE LL.M. IN LITIGATION MANAGEMENT
https://llm.baylor.edu

BAYLOR LAW
EXECUTIVE LL.M.

IN LITIGATION MANAGEMENT

The Baylor Law Executive LL.M. in Litigation Management offers careerboosting expertise in handling litigation more efficiently, effectively, and with outstanding excellence.
Designed for experienced, working attorneys, the hybrid online and in-person program provides access to
national experts and cutting-edge resources and education. Graduates of the program describe immediate
return on their investment by applying their knowledge to recognize cost savings and improved processes
in their firms and corporations. If you are looking for a way to transition in-house, be more effective in
your current position, or serve your clients better, this is the degree for you. As the only LL.M. in Litigation
Management, Baylor has gathered the litigation management expertise needed in today’s litigation world.

EXPONENT
https://www.exponent.com
The Exponent name is recognized for its integrity, objectivity, independence,
and professionalism. Our corporate core values drive a commitment to client service that enables us to provide
consistently high quality work to clients worldwide. For more than 50 years we have provided engineering,
scientific, environmental, and health consulting services to corporations, insurance carriers, government
agencies, law firms, and individuals. The firm has been best known for analyzing accidents and failures to
determine their causes, but in recent years it has become more active in assisting clients with human health,
environmental, engineering, and regulatory issues associated with new products or processes to help prevent
problems in the future.

JENSEN HUGHES
https://www.jensenhughes.com
EXPERT INVESTIGATION + FORENSIC ANALYSIS TO PROTECT YOUR WORLD.
Jensen Hughes is a global multidisciplinary engineering firm that offers consulting services as well as expert
witness support to help you investigate a wide variety of failures. Our international team of fire, electrical,
mechanical, civil, structural, geotechnical, architectural, chemical, materials specialists, and biomedical
engineers work together to investigate small and large-scale, complex losses. Our investment in research
and development and dedication to rigorous scientific process means we are industry leaders in conducting
complex forensic investigations and in-depth analysis. Forensic engineering services at Jensen Hughes
provide you with detailed examination and reporting that is communicated clearly, on-schedule, and can
serve as expert witness testimonial across many different failure analysis disciplines.

LATITUDE
https://latitudelegal.com
Latitude specializes in providing former in-house counsel and Big Law
attorneys – in addition to paralegals, legal operations professionals, and compliance officers – for sophisticated
legal roles to leading legal departments and law firms nationwide. Our clients range from Fortune 500
corporations to small companies and Global 50 law firms to boutiques. We directly employ legal professionals,
and our flexible contract options make it easy to hire our talent. Outstanding attorneys and other legal talent
are attracted to our company by the engaging work, great clients, competitive pay, and benefits along with a
refreshing combination of flexibility and boundaries.

